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We apply our passion and 

commitment to service 

excellence to develop 

innovative practices that 

have positive impacts on our 

business, our environment 

and our communities.

www.aramark.com

At Aramark, our mission is to enrich and nourish lives. It’s also our responsibility. 

Every day, our 270,000 associates in 22 countries prepare and serve meals; maintain facilities; 
and deliver uniforms to millions of people where they learn, work, play and recover. We apply 
our passion and commitment to service excellence to develop innovative practices that have 
positive impacts on our business, our environment, our own employees and the communities we 
serve together. Our corporate responsibility platform is a reflection of our mission and focuses 
on supporting our diverse workforce, advancing consumer health and wellness, protecting our 
environment, and strengthening communities.

When it comes to environmental sustainability, we improve our own practices while offering 
expertise and solutions to clients. We concentrate on issues integral to our business: purchasing, 
waste, building operations and transportation.

Responsible purchasing is a priority, and we have taken steps to ensure that our purchases include 
locally sourced food. We work with up-and-coming businesses like FarmLogix, a farm-to-kitchen 
technology solution, allowing us to connect with local farms to supply fresh produce to clients. 
Our efforts support farmers and fisheries and reduce transportation fuel and emissions.

We are also advancing animal welfare. In collaboration with the Humane Society of the United 
States, the nation’s largest, most effective animal protection organization, we are addressing a 
broad spectrum of issues impacting the treatment of animals. Commitments include purchasing 
only cage-free eggs by 2020 and crate-free pork by 2017.

Effective waste management extends across our operations, from what we purchase to what 
we serve. Reducing waste, offering reusable products, recycling and composting are standard 
operating procedure at thousands of our locations. 

Green building operations ensure that we use energy efficiently while lending expertise to clients 
to help them manage energy in their facilities. Our efforts go beyond energy efficiency to an array 
of practices including water-saving devices, low-impact green cleaning, and “blue” cleaning that 
uses electrically activated water to clean hard surfaces.

With a fleet of more than 8,000 vehicles, including hundreds of hybrid, it’s essential that we 
adhere to optimal maintenance and operation protocols to minimize fuel use and emissions. 
Route optimization in our uniforms business relies on GPS devices plus state-of-the-art software 
to enable drivers to map the most efficient route and reduce fuel and emissions.

We have a deep respect for the environment, and our values of integrity and respect guide our 
actions every day. With sustainable programs and practices, we can inspire real environmental 
change.

Eric J. Foss
Chairman, President and CEO
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